Today’s Martyrs –1933 – unknown month

USSR
Fr Pawel Kaziunas (aged 56, arrested in Chavusy, Belarus in 1928, soon released; arrested n
Chavusy in May 1929, sentenced to 8 years' imprisonment in a labor camp; UPDATE:
released, returned to Chavusy)
https://biographies.library.nd.edu/catalog/biography-0993

Russia: Belbaltlag labor camp
Fr Marian Jedruszak (aged 42, arrested in Kamianets-Podilskyi, Ukraine on November 26, 1931,
charged with 'anti-Soviet agitation, illegal contacts with Poland and cooperation in
contraband operations'; transferred to Kharkiv Prison in December 1931; sentenced on
November 11, 1932 to 5 years' imprisonment in a labor camp; UPDATE: granted an
early release, returned to Ukraine)
Russia: Butyrka Prison hospital, Moscow
Fr Wladyslaw Dworzecki (aged 59, arrested on January 26, 1930 in Kamyanets-Podilsky, sent to
Kiev, indicted on anti-Soviet and counter-revolutionary charges; sentenced on May 12,
1930 to 10 years' imprisonment in a labor camp; UPDATE: transferred to Solovetsky
Special Purpose Camp)
Russia: Crimea
Joseph Kolsch (aged 34, husband, father of four, farmer in Rosental, Taurida province, father
sent into internal exile in 1928; forced to join a collective farm in 1932; UPDATE:
arrested, sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment in a labor camp, sentence suspended or
overturned, released)
Russia: Kotlas, Arkhangelsk oblast
Fr Leonid Fedorov (aged 54, arrested in the beginning of 1931, held in Arkhangelsk Prison for
six months, in the autumn sent on internal exile to Kotlas, Arkhangelsk oblast;
UPDATE: partially released from exile at the end of the year)
Russia: Krasnodar
Janina Golowien (aged 20, church choir member, investigated, possibly convicted, fate
unknown)
Julia Golowien (aged 19, church choir member, investigated, possibly convicted, fate unknown)
Russia: Medvedovo, outside Emilchin

Martin Borowski (aged 28, arrested for ‘nationalistic work’ with Polish youth, convicted, fate
unknown)
Rafail Borowski (aged 26, arrested for ‘nationalistic work’ with Polish youth, convicted, fate
unknown)
Russia: Moscow
Camilla Kruszelnicka (aged 41, aunt of Vera Kruszelnicka, arrested, sentenced to 10 years'
imprisonment in a labor camp, sent to Solovetsky Special Purpose Camp, according to
reports "Camilla Nikolayevna was convinced that she was suffering for the Faith. When
she was in the camp she tried as best she could to maintain contact with Catholic priests
and preserve the firmness of her faith, trying to give witness of it to others. In the
inhuman conditions of the camp, she preserved her human feelings and love of
neighbor")
Lyudwiga Koch OPL (investigated in February 1931, not convicted; UPDATE: arrested,
possibly convicted, fate unknown)
Natalia Armand OFS (aged 52, arrested, fate unknown)
Vera Kruszelnicka (aged 18, niece of Camilla Kruszelnicka, investigated due to her friendship
with the son of Marshal Voroshilov)
Zaira Bukshpan (aged 18, lab technician, arrested, released)
Russia: Simferopol
Bishop Alexander Frison (aged 58, on May 1, 1927 had been forbidden by the GPU to travel;
arrested on August 1, 1929, released a month later, later arrested at the end of 1929 on
charges of “illegal consecration as bishop and also for having aided the White Army”;
released in late 1930 after spending a year in prison; UPDATE: arrested on a charge of
“illegally allowing underage children into liturgical services”, trial postponed several
times, case eventually closed)
Russia: Smolensk
Antonina Barkowska OSF (arrested, sentenced to 3 years' internal exile in Siberia, fate unknown)
Russia: Solovetsky Special Purpose Camp
Fr Julian Gronski (aged 56, arrested in Tomsk on April 25, 1931, later indicted on charges of
“counter-revolutionary activity, espionage on behalf of Poland, hostile agitation, and
hiding gold”; sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment in a labor camp; UPDATE:
transferred to Butyrka Prison in Moscow, released and sent to Lithuania in a prisoner
exchange)
Michalina Jarnicka (aged 55, nurse, arrested in Leningrad in April 1932; sentenced to 5 years'
imprisonment in a labor camp; UPDATE: released from camp for medical reasons, sent
into internal exile to Kostroma, fate unknown)
Russia: western Siberia
Fr Adam Desch (aged 52, arrested in 1931 in Slavgorod, Saratov oblast, Russia, convicted,
sentenced to 3 years' internal exile; UPDATE: released from exile, moved to Astrakhan
in Russia)

Russia: Taurida province
Aleksander Kolsch (husband, father of five, farmer, arrested and sentenced to 10 months' labor)
Russia: Yaroslavl Prison
Fr Stanislaw Ganski (aged 53, brother of Stanislawa, arrested several times in Zhmerynka,
Ukraine in 1922, finally sent to prison; released from prison on October 8, 1927; arrested
on January 26, 1930; sentenced in Kharkiv, Ukraine on May 17, 1930 to 8 years'
imprisonment in a labor camp; UPDATE: transferred to Solovetsky Special Purpose
Camp)
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Ukraine
Stanislaw Gnatecki (aged 48, farmer, charged with 'acting at the behest of the priest Woronicz,
gathered 700 signatures among the Polish populace on an appeal to the Polish
government to come to their defense, informed the Polish embassy about the material
condition of the villagers and the churches', convicted, fate unknown)
Ukraine: Buchki
Adam Czajkowski (aged 20, charged with 'nationalistic work among Polish youth', convicted,
fate unknown)
Nikolay Galicki III (aged 20, son of Nikolay Galicki, farmer, tried on charges of 'carrying out
active nationalistic work among Polish youth', possibly convicted, fate unknown)

Ukraine: Kiev
Anna Kozaczynska (aged 48, wife of Stanislaw Kozaczynski, sister of Fr Josef Zmigrodzki,
dispensary registrar, private music teacher, investigated)
Ukraine: Marianovka, Yekaterinoslav province
Markusz Eger (aged 55, parish council president, charged with 'non-fulfillment of the grain
requisition plan' in 1929, acquitted, released; UPDATE: arrested on counterrevolutionary charges)
Ukraine: Mariupol Oblast
Adolf Brazynski (aged 43, arrested on counter-revolutionary charges)
Ukraine: Novohrad-Volynskyi
Frants Bitrikh (aged 55, arrested , not convicted)
Ukraine: Skvyra
Maria Kozlowska (aged 29, arrested on July 18, 1921 for an illegal border crossing, later
released; investigated in 1927, not convicted, released but forced to sign an agreement to
spy on the church; arrested on March 12, 1930 on a charge of anti-Soviet agitation, soon
released; UPDATE: arrested for failing to spy on the church, released)
Ukraine: Turov, Vinnytsia oblast
Jozef Krasucki (aged 40, grocery store accountant, arrested on foreign currency charges, released
after 3 months)
Ukraine: Ushomir
Adam Kowpacki (aged 50, tried on charges of 'carrying out active nationalistic work among
Polish young people', convicted, fate unknown)
Franciszek Koszewicz (aged 35, tried, convicted, fate unknown)
https://biographies.library.nd.edu/catalog/biography-0127
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Belarus: Minsk

Fr Konstantin Andrekus (aged 58, put on a request for prisoner exchange by the Lithuanian Red
Cross after having been repeatedly arrested, request denied by the Soviet government)
Belarus: Orsha
Fr Eugeniusz Krolikowski (aged 58, subjected to repressions, banished to Vitebsk)
Belarus: Polotsk
Fr Mikolaj Koncewicz (arrested, convicted, fate unknown)
https://biographies.library.nd.edu/catalog/biography-0019
https://biographies.library.nd.edu/catalog/biography-1044
https://biographies.library.nd.edu/catalog/biography-1061

Germany
Eugen Bolz (aged 52, attorney, Interior Minister, spent several weeks in a concentration camp,
released)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_Bolz
http://newsaints.faithweb.com/year/1945.htm

